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DISCLAIMER:
Va Pue seeks to inform and entertain its readers, 
and is managed and nearly entirely written by 
PCVs in Nicaragua. The editors of Va Pué wield 
their power with gusto, standing as bulwarks 
against the onslaught of grammatical traves-
ties levied against the English language, but the 
editors are ever forgiving, too, happily accepting 
contributions so long as they may be published 
without endangering anyone’s safety.

With so noble a mission and enlightened an edi-
torial team, you might wonder who would be the 
Debbie Downer that refuses to agree with what-
ever is said on these pages. But life being life, ever 
mysterious, and capricious about lending us its 
unquestioning endorsement, we are compelled 
to say that the views within are solely of the 
authors who wrote them (that seems natural). As 
this implies, such views are not the Peace Corps’ 
nor the U.S. Government’s.

CHECK OUT THE 
VA PUÉ BLOG AND 

PODCAST

vapuemagazine.wordpress.com
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We fre-
quently 
attach cer-
tain emo-
tions and 

feelings to colors. One 
can see red, be angry, 
be green with envy, 
be black, dark and ob-
scure, white, pure and 
clean, or feel blue. 
-Sam Connor
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Introduction:

Never before in the history of ridiculous tournaments and random Internet lists have we seen such an 
impressive array of blue-ish things vying our affection. In the following pages, you will witness all the high-
lights, scores, stats and matchups of The Great Blue Tournament. It’s important to emphasize that this 
Tournament was held under the watchful eye of the Va Pues staff and in accordance with all the rules and 
regulations that I just made up. Participants in the Tournament were seeded according to Managua bookies 
and placed in a typical four-round, winner-take-all, single-elimination style bracket. Are you “dyeing” to 
know which blue thing wins? I sure am. Let’s meet our competitors!

Competitors:

01 A zul  by  R ubén 
Darío: Azul is a life-

changing piece of art from 
Central America’s greatest 
poet. I think he’s Guatemalan, 
actually, if I’m remembering 
correctly.

02King of the Blues  
BB King: I’d love to 

be called the “King” of any-
thing in my life. I’d take 
“King of Tostones” or “King of 
Showing Up Places a Sweaty 
Mess”, doesn’t really matter. 
It’s good to be The King. 

03 Blue Collar: A sixer 
of un-ironic PBRs and 

fistfights on a Friday night in 

T H E  G R E AT  B LU E 
TO U R N A M E N T
  DANIEL SEIBEL - ENV 66                                    

your best jean jacket some-
where in America’s Rust Belt. 

04Toronto Blue Jays:  
The only sports team 

in this bracket. You gotta 
like their chances against all 
these un-athletic wannabes. 

05 Bluegrass Music: 
The genre of music 

where pop stars are old, 
bearded and chilling on rock-
ing chairs. 

06 Blue Jeans/Denim: 
A close cousin to Blue 

Collar but has been know to 

transcend all barriers. 

07 Sky – “The Wild 
Blue Yonder”: We 

had a factory in my college 
town that we referred to as 
“The Cloud Machine”. Sorry 
about that, Sky. Not funny, 
I know. 

08P i c a s s o ’s  B l u e 
Per iod:  I  don’t 

know anything about 
Picasso’s Blue Period but 
that doesn’t stop me from 
working it into convos at 
dinner parties. 
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09 Jorge’s Bluetooth: 
Everyone wins. The 

PCVs in his taxi feel safe and 
secure with his Bluetooth 
hands-free device and the 
PCVs calling him feel safe and 
secure resting in his inner ear. 
I know I sure do.

10 Blue Cheese: My first 
choice for dressing at 

any restaurant (if they’re out 
of Ranch, Italian, Vinaigrette, 
and literally any other liquid).

11 Sapphires: Fachenta 
stones for fachenta 

people.

12Blue Ribbon at the 
County Fair :  In a 

world where we give kids tro-
phies just for showing up, it’s 
good to know you still gotta 
earn some things in life. 

13 Ocean – “The Deep 
Blue”: Have you ever 

wondered why ocean water 
is salty? Millions of years of 
sea-creature urine. It’s a fish-
feces-batido out there. 

14 Kind of Blue – Miles 
Davis Quintet: The 

jazz equivalent to eating 
some weird French-sounding 
dish at a fancy restaurant 
and then really liking it and 
feeling proud of yourself for 

being so grown-up and 
artsy. So then you tell all 
your friends so that you can 
sound hella sophisticated.  

15 Cobalt Blue: About 
one of his last paint-

ings  - Wheatfield Under 
Thunderclouds - Vincent 
van Gogh wrote of cobalt 
blue, “there is nothing so 
beautiful for putting atmo-
sphere around things.” 
That’s some kind of praise. 

16Once in a Blue 
Moon: Once in a 

Blue Moon is how often 
someone comes up with a 
tournament that’s this non-
sensical. Oh well. 

Azul Face Off
October 2016

King of the Blues 

Cobalt Blue

Blue Jeans 

Sapphires

Toronto Blue Jays 

The Deep Blue (Ocean)

The Wild Blue Yonder (Sky)  

Blue Cheese

Jorge’s Bluetooth 

Picasso’s Blue Period

Azul by Ruben Dario 

A Blue Moon

Kind of Blue

Blue Collar

Blue Ribbon at the County Fair 

Bluegrass
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Round 1
(2) King of the Blues vs (15) 
Cobalt Blue:

As far as shades of blue go, Cobalt is pretty damn hip. Not only did it get a shou-
tout from van Gogh, but it’s now got a sporty little car named after it. But then 
again, BB King was making grown men cry at 88 years old with nothing but a 
______________ and a ____________. BB King for the win. 

WINNER: BB King

(6) Blue Jeans vs (11) Sapphires Sure, sapphires are “precious”. But in ten years when alchemy finally has its day, 
we’ll be turning used tires into gold and liquid cat poop into sapphires. So in my 
mind, I’d rather be on the bus with everyone checking out my trim little behind 
in my painted-on Wranglers than have a ring of liquid cat poop on my finger. 
Maybe that’s just me though. 

WINNER: Blue Jeans

(4) Toronto Blue Jays vs (13) The 
Deep Blue (Ocean)

Let’s be honest, the ocean scares the shit out of me. You think you’re going to 
relax for a minute and instead like forty things are trying to nibble your legs off 
(half of them you can’t see). So I took it upon myself to ask the Toronto Blue Jays 
baseball team that, if given the chance, would they jump into a violent pool 
where forty things would try to nibble their legs off and they said nah. That’s a 
forfeit in my book. Upset goes to the Ocean. 

WINNER: The Deep Blue (Ocean)

(7) The Wild Blue Yonder (Sky) vs 
(10) Blue Cheese

The day I find someone saying they’d rather eat mold than breathe is the day I 
give Blue Cheese the win. That day’s not today. “What about wing night?” you 
ask. “I can’t pound two dozen wings with my friends unless I have my blue cheese 
dressing!” I’m actually really sorry. I don’t have a good answer. Wing night may 
never be the same. 

WINNER: The Wild Blue Yonder (Sky)

(9) Jorge’s Bluetooth vs (8) 
Picasso’s Blue Period

Without Jorge and his Bluetooth, Picasso would have been Express Kidnapped 
in Managua long before he had the chance to have his “Blue Period”.  

WINNER: Jorge’s Bluetooth

(1) Azul by Rubén Darío vs (16) 
A Blue Moon

No one has actually proven that there’s anything special about a Blue Moon. It 
just happens because The Universe and Science. It’s like getting all hyped up 
over an eclipse and staring at it as your 3rd grade teacher yells at you not too 
and for the next four months when you blink there are weird black balls bounc-
ing all around inside your eyelids. This one’s not even close. 

WINNER: Azul by Rubén Darío
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Round 1
(14) Kind of Blue (Miles Davis 
Quintet) vs (3) Blue Collar

I’m really down with Blue Collar. Hell, I AM blue collar myself. But even the words 
“Blue Collar” remind me of steel workers which reminds me of the Pittsburg 
Steelers which just reminds me of everything that’s wrong with America. And 
Miles Davis is everything that’s RIGHT with America, especially pre-Jerry Curl 
and experimental jazz. I’m talking about that early 60’s Cool Jazz Miles Davis. 
I’m talking about “Kind of Blue” Miles Davis. (Bonus tip: Coltrane’s solo on Blue 
in Green (track 3) will change your life.) 

WINNER: Kind of Blue (Miles Davis Quintet)

(12) Blue Ribbon at the County 
Fair vs (5) Bluegrass

Bluegrass is a uniquely American art form that can’t be put into a box or awarded 
a “score” or judged in some bullshit non-real tournament. But a Blue Ribbon, on 
the other hand, sure can. Just the name itself says “You’re the best!” (at least, “the 
best” in the local area in your limited age range with the help of your parents 
in some ridiculously obscure category). Sorry, Bluegrass. It’s Blue Ribbon for 
the upset. 

WINNER: Blue Ribbon at the County Fair

The following rounds will be continued after a short break in between articles for 
those of you sitting on the edge of your seat dying to know who will take away the 
championship. 
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NUESTRO AZUL 
  JERALD STEWARG SALGADO PONCE*                                  

La melodía del cielo azul, llena mi corazón

los colores vivos y el canto de las aves

hacen en mi ser, volar la imaginación,

soñar con un mundo de paz y fraternidad.

Rodeado con el azul de nuestros mares

el bello mundo que en él se encuentra

la naturaleza emotiva que con su rocío

sacia nuestra sed, de esperanza y hermandad.

Andando y andando incansablemente

soñando y soñando sin mediada alguna

dejando volar la imaginación hacia el azul

ancestral, que nuestros viejos nos heredaron.

El que hoy se multiplica llenando de esperanza,

amor y alegría día a día nuestros corazones,

azul celeste, maravilla y silencio de mi mente,

en donde se encuentra, unida nuestra gente.

*Jerald Stewarg Salgado Ponce, Contraparte de Janae Werdlow.
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The color blue 
is frequently a 
word associ-
ated with feeling 

of depression and sadness. 
However, sadness is just a 
part of the color blues story.

THE MANY 
COLORS OF BLUE

  SAM CONNOR - ENV 64                                  
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Deep Blue Sea, Wild Blue Yonder, 
Blue Collar, Blue in the Face, Cross 
into the Blue, True-Blue, Blue skies, 
Red- White and Blue.

 We frequently attach certain 
emotions and feelings to colors.  One 
can see red, be angry, be green with 
envy, be black, dark and obscure, 
white, pure and clean, or feel blue.  
These definitions are just a sam-
pling of our colloquial use of color 
as a source of description.  Despite 
some of our popular uses of color, 
there can exist other popular usages, 
some of which can be lesser known.  
 The color blue is frequently 
a word associated with feelings of 
depression and sadness.  However, 
sadness is just a part of the color 
blues story.  To insure that we do 
not tell a singular story of the color 
blue, and develop a richer under-
standing of the color, we will explore 
some of its other usages. Through 
common phrases we will expand our 

understanding of blue and, hope-
fully, shed a brighter light on a color 
to often mired in a single emotion.

I: Adventure and Exploration
 Blue has frequently been 
used to express a sense of great 
adventure to a vast unknown space.  
Sailors and ships are said to sail off 
into the “deep blue sea.”  Blue in 
this sense provides a vivid sense of 
traveling into the unknown.  The 
great depth and vastness of our 
blue oceans and seas is enough to 
humble any man or woman.  The 
phrase “deep blue sea” captures this 
vastness and allows one to infer the 
great many things yet to be discov-
ered and explored in said ocean.  The 
“deep blue sea” has attracted many 
throughout history, from Ryan Leaf 
to Christopher Columbus, to take 
off into the unknown an relish the 
pursuit of discovery.
 The color blue is also used to 
describe a a sense of adventure into 
the unknown in the phrase “wild blue 

yonder.”  The phrase elicits images 
of the ever expanding sky, flying, 
and movement uninhibited by land 
bound limitations.  Soaring amongst 
the clouds while looking down as 
fields, mountains, cities, and oceans 
pass by beneath you, that is the “wild 
blue yonder.”  The phrase as well sug-
gests a certain liberty.  Freedom that 
is found in the wild.  One is able to 
appreciate an unbridled sense of 
liberty kind to that found deep in the 
mountains or in the old wild west.
 At one point in time the 
United States Air Force used the 
slogan “cross into the blue” in its 
recruitment efforts.  The usage of 
blue in this sense is very similar to 
that found in the phrase “wild blue 
yonder.”  Blue is meant to conjure 
up images of great adventure and 
freedom.  By joining the Air Force 
you will be free to rocket amongst 
the skies unbound by gravity.  You 
will leave your old life and step-
into, “cross into,” a new life of excite-
ment and adventure, “the blue.”  This 
phrase provides an excellent bridge 
to another use of the word blue that 
is unique to the United States of 
America.

II: Patriotic
 In the United States there is 
no red and white without the blue.  
We are the “red, white, and blue.”  
Those three colors hold a special 
place in the heart of the United 
States.  Together, they conjure up 
images of American history, loyalty, 
patriotism, and a sense of belong-
ing and unity.  We can salute the “red, 
white and blue,” represent the “red, 
white, and blue,” and defend the “red, 
white and blue.”  
 While not necessarily a 
phrase that is unique to the color, 
blue is an integral part of the saying.  
For this reason this phrase was 
deemed worthy of inclusion in this 
article.  Furthermore, it has been said 
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that you should save the best for last.  
So perhaps blue is indeed the most 
important word in the phrase, and 
therefore the phrase must be men-
tioned in a discussion of common 
sayings using the word blue.  It is true 
that they also say to lead with your 
star witness, making red the most 
important color in the phrase, but 
which color is of most importance is 
not relevant to this discussion.  That 
blue is a part of the phrase is suffi-
cient enough to include that the 
phrase should be discussed in this 
article.

III: Hard Work
 Since it is an election year you 
are certain to have heard blue used 
in another common blue phrase, 
“blue collar.”  “Blue collar” is used to 
provide a sense of hard, tough work.  
A “blue collar” worker doesn’t sit in 
an office with A.C. He is out there 
getting his hands dirty at a job that 
is not easy.  “Blue collar” jobs are 
honest, hard-working, and the root 
of the American work ethic.   Men 
and women clad in jeans working 
in factories and industries to help 
keep the American economy churn-
ing forward.  “Blue collar” work is not 
easy, but its worth it and necessary.
 The color blue is also pop-
ularly used in the world of sports 
to suggest great effort.  One can 
run until they are “blue in the face.”  
The imagery is powerful.  You can 
envision an athlete after a full out 
sprint gasping for air, blue lips, heart 
pounding, sweat and effort are in the 
air.  Here, blue refers to the color that 
a person can take on when they have 
a lack of oxygen.  In this case it is due 
to an extreme effort.
 As a corollary to the above 
description “blue in the face” can 
also suggest great effort expend-
ing while speaking.  This usage can 
relate to sports as well. Bobby Knight 
yelled until he was “bue in the face.”  
Frequently “blue in the face” is used 

to describe speaking, often at a high 
volume, that is so constant that it 
does not provide the individual 
time to breath.  Just envision it, eyes 
popping out of their sockets, veins 
popping out of the forehead and 
neck, and of course lips and face blue 
from lack of breath; it is another pow-
erful usage of the color.  The descrip-
tion is of course a visual of Bobby 
Knight responding to a call that he 
may have casually disagreed with.

IV: Loyalty
 We now will discuss our 
fourth and final phrase “true-blue.”  
“True-blue” is used to describe 
someone of undying loyalty.  If 
someone is “true-blue” you know that 
you can count on them in the clutch.  
The roots of the term are debatable, 
but one thing is for certain, this is an 
individual you want on your side.

 The next time you hear 
someone say they are feeling blue 
I hope you will consider these other 
definitions of the word.  Perhaps this 
individual is feeling adventurous?  It 
is not likely, but give blue a chance.  
Celebrate some of its other uses as 
opposed to its most depressing.  
After all, each one of us deserves to 
be described by more than a single 
story (Peter Hach is credited with that 
reference).
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En la tierra de lagos y volcanes,
donde los buses van llenos,
y los municipios se destiñen,
hay una zona que carece de 
esa actividad sísmica y volcánica, 
pero abunda en montañas lozanas 
y respiraciones profundas.

El Norte.

Aquí los chavalos son chigüines, 
las rosquillas son somoteñas,
el café es de palo, 
y las memorias de la guerra 
están vivas y aún son sanguinarias.

El Norte.

Aquí se siente la magnitud del país,
el más grande de Centro América.  
Con la neblina de las mañanas, 
y el rocío de la noche,
el ardor de Managua se apaga 
en la consciencia de la gente, 
y un día de 30 grados es 
un calor insoportable.

El Norte.

Donde las duchas son heladas, 
los vecinos hospitalarios, 
las güirilas irresistibles.  
Cuando regrese a mi país,
y todo quede en el sur, 
en el fondo de mi memoria, 
Por dónde añorará mi alma?

El Norte.

O DA  A L  N O R T E   
  ANDREW NILSEN - TEFL 64                                  
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 He pulled the tooth free from the gum, gangre-
nous and rotted though it was, flicking his wrist in 
a way that excised the offending orthodontia and 
sprayed a trickle of blood and saliva across the sleeve 
of what had been a meticulously bleached lab coat. 
Now, the fluids mixed with the dust that coated his 
jacket and soaked through, into the fibers.  Fuck, he 
thought, putting down the pliers and recently liber-
ated tooth so he could scrub at the now thoroughly 
fixed stain, there goes another perfectly good jacket.  
His patient lifted his head, jaw slack and eyes unfo-
cused, and then laid back down, presumably having 
decided to enjoy the novocaine buzz while it lasted.  
His doctor stood up and stepped out of the lean-to. 

 Obviously, these weren’t ideal conditions for 
surgery, but outside of the capital real operating the-
aters didn’t exist.  Why would they? He thought  that 
ever since it all dried up, it hasn’t really been a pri-
ority.  In this case his work had been pro-bono, part 
of the penance that he served for a bougie upbring-
ing.  While he would never cop to it now, he hadn’t 
even realized that there were water shortages until 

he had almost completed dentistry school, a discov-
ery he made on a trip to the countryside with other 
doctors and dentists from his church.  His breath had 
been taken away by the moon scape that greeted 
him as soon as he stepped outside the cultivated 
borders of the city, dry and dusty with only scat-
tered patches of green bought and paid for by plu-
tocrats who parroted a type of landed gentry from 
a time long gone by.

 Since then, or since he had graduated, he had 
wandered this deserted waste land, catching rides 
from friendly truckers when he could and walking 
when he couldn’t.  This lifestyle had changed him, 
inside and out.  The pale, frail, feckless boy had been 
burnished and hardened, becoming something that, 
while still bird-boned and slight, at least looked like 
it wouldn’t be blown away by a stiff breeze.  It had 
made it easier for him to blend-in in the tent cities 
that lined that dirt roads that crisscrossed what had 
been fertile volcanic soil.  It was a tent city in which 
he resided now, one that he had been welcomed 
into because he was one of the few dental surgeons 
left in the country, and certainly the only one that 
made his bones serving windswept communities 
that no one else cared about.

 Of course, since the water had dried up, 
nobody had had any reason to care.  Everyone, or 
at least everyone who had been crass enough to 
get elected, realized that these people and these 
regions stopped mattering once they couldn’t farm 
and none of them could farm without any water.  Just 
like an oasis shrinking under a beating sun, the ten-
drils of government and control contracted, leaving 
behind the needs of the desperate, rural poor in 
order to guarantee their own safety and security.  
The void had been filled by a crude theocracy, a 

THE DENTISTPART I 
  ALEX ISERI - EEP 65                                  
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... where others saw blow-
ing dust and scorched 
earth, he saw the eddies 
and flows of a great river, 

one that would return them to pros-
perity and wash away the barons and 
bureaucrats that had left them behind.

loosely connected, barely cohesive priesthood that 
promised rain and was led by fairly well-regarded 
charlatan native to the region.  Nobody knew his 
real name, but his followers knew him as the Lord 
of the Waters, Bringer of Rains, and Son of the Great 
Deluge, and he affected what the dentist believed 
to be an entirely unique form of color blindness- 
all that he saw, he apparently saw only in shades of 
blue.  As more crops failed and more people were 
turned out of their houses and shunted off of their 
land, more and more people were inspired by his 
visions of a land awash in liquid, far away from the 
sepia toned nightmare that they lived- where others 
saw blowing dust and scorched earth, he saw the 
eddies and flows of a great river, one that would 
return them to prosperity and wash away the barons 
and bureaucrats that had left them behind.

 However, laid out in the lawn chair that had 
been repurposed as a dentist chair, the dentist didn’t 
think any of those qualities, real or affected, were 
readily apparent.  The would be/wannabe prophet 
had curled into a fetal position, smacking his laps 
and purring to himself as a shadow from across the 
tent fell across him.
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It’s never easy to lose someone
and when that someone was yours
the world
stops.

But only for a moment before
it continues on its merry way,
hurling through space
spinning, laughing, dancing.
The world moves on and 
you do not.

Trapped
in the clutches of grief and despair
and disbelief.
Like a broken watch hovering over the 
same tick mart
trying to move on but simply repeating.
Seconds turn into weeks, turn into
years.

And unlike the moment your someone left
that will forever remain stark and crisp
it’s harder to pinpoint when you
started to move again.

Going through the motions turns into feeling turns into
life.
The broken watch remains on your wrist 
as you again reach for the sun.

IT’S HARDER TO 
PINPOINT

  EMILY NILSEN - TEFL 64                                  
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T H E  G R E AT  B LU E 
TO U R N A M E N T
CO N T I N U E D 
  DANIEL SEIBEL - ENV 66                                    

Quater Final Round
(1) Azul by Rubén Darío vs (9) 
Jorge’s BlueTooth

This round was tough. No one thought Azul could be taken down by a cricket-sized 
piece of technology. Turns out, however, that Jorge is the modern-day Rubén Darío 
of taxi driving minus the debilitating alcoholism. And since “Azul” wasn’t even his 
best work, there was a sliver of hope for Jorge’s Bluetooth. At the last moment, 
Jorge deftly fielded 2 different calls in 35 seconds, successfully communicating 
plans to take 3 PCVs from Backpackers to Mayoreo and agreeing to pick up a PCV 
at the airport at 3:30am – all while carefully navigating a roundabout. All thanks 
to the Bluetooth.

WINNER: Jorge’s Bluetooth

(13) The Ocean vs (12) Blue 
Ribbon at the County Fair

Recent scientific discoveries just proved that the Ocean is only blue because it’s 
reflecting the Sky. This is clearly cheating or doping or some other violation of the 
honor of this competition. Blue Ribbon at the County Fair wins by default. 

WINNER: Blue Ribbon at the County Fair

(14) Kind of Blue (Miles Davis 
Quintet) vs (6) Blue Jeans

I’m a bit biased towards Kind of Blue because I love it and also I think it’s the best. 
And I recently gave up blue jeans for some fancier pants (men, if you haven’t 
indulged in a pair of BluffWork pants, you’re making a huge mistake) because of 
the butt sweat. But the truth is, listening to Miles in Nicaragua just doesn’t make 
sense in the heart; but rockin’ some Levi’s sure does. Sorry, Miles. 

WINNER: Blue Jeans

(7) The Wild Blue Yonder (Sky) 
vs (2) King of the Blues

During the matchup between these two great Blues, The Ocean called to tell us 
that the Sky itself was not really “blue” either (The Ocean was still a little steamed 
about being called a cheater). Instead, The Ocean said, “The Sky was a reflection of 
light molecules and something about rays and blah blah.” I kind of got confused 
and gave up. And BB King can no longer play live shows so you need some kind 
of device to be moved by the music. And the sky don’t need nothin’ to play on. 

Winner: The Wild Blue Yonder (Sky)
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Querida Mita,

Peace Corps life can be a lot to manage at times.  I love my community, but sometimes struggle 
to be so far from my support group and from the things I used to love to do.  Add in a couple 
acosos on the street, struggling to communicate in Spanish, or a hard day of teaching and I can 
start feeling pretty down.  Querida Mita, when life seems stacked against you, how do you keep 
from feeling blue?

Querida Muchacha,

What do I do to keep from feeling blue? Well, let me tell you something. There will always be sad 
times in life, but it’s important to remind yourself of what you are grateful for. Have you thanked 
God for being alive today? Even if you don’t believe in God, you can still be thankful for that breath 
you just took. Hay mas tiempo que vida (There is more time than life) is my favorite saying for a 
reason. Life is short, and we must appreciate it. 

I remember the days in the 1980’s. We had very little back then. Times were so hard that we didn’t 
even have toilet paper. We used newspaper. Some days we didn’t have more to eat than gallo 
pinto. I lived in the campo, so during the war, both Sandinista and Contra soldiers would stop 
by our finca to ask for water and some food. We gave whatever we could. 

Q U E R I DA  M I TA
  CHAR STOEVER - TEFL 64                                  

Feeling Blue
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Sometimes, I thought of how lucky I was to not be fighting. We lost a lot of people then, but life 
had to go on. I’m grateful that my fridge always has some food in it and that my family doesn’t 
go hungry. I’m even able to give away mango frescos in bags to the garbage collectors some-
times on hot days. 

When I feel blue, I think of what I have. I have food, family, and there’s air in my lungs. It’s those 
simple things I love having that I won’t have forever, but right now, they give me joy. Remembering 
what I didn’t have reminds me of what to appreciate. It’s okay to feel blue. Life is short and it’s 
not perfect, but at least we have it.

Con mucho cariño,

Mita

Submit a Question to 
Querida Mita

Advice Column from a wise, 
loving, I’ve-had-73-volunteers-
so-I-definitely-know-the-answer-
to-all-your-questions Nicaraguan 
grandmother.

Have a question about some aspect 
of the culture or living in Nicaragua? 
Submit your questions to our 
Querida Mita advice column on the 
Va Pué blog. 

She can’t wait to tell you what’s 
corrrrrrrecto.
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T H E  G R E AT  B LU E 
TO U R N A M E N T
CO N T I N U E D 
  DANIEL SEIBEL - ENV 66                                    

Championship Round
(9) Jorge’s Bluetooth vs (7) 
The Wild Blue Yonder (Sky)

Jorge’s Bluetooth, having watched the previous round with great anticipation, was 
justifiably nervous heading into the Championship Round. The Wild Blue Yonder 
has been formidable indeed up to this point in the tournament. As the action 
began, Sky pulled out all the stops – rain, lightning, tremendous Managua muggi-
ness, blazing heat, you name it. But you know what? Jorge just cranked up the A/C 
when things got hot, flipped on the wipers when things got wet, and flipped on 
that good-natured smile when things got tough. When the dust settled and dark-
ness set in over the city, Jorge’s Bluetooth was still going hard at it. It turns out that 
it’s not the Bluetooth that makes the man, but the Man that makes the Bluetooth. 

WINNER
Jorge’s Bluetooth
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E X I T  I N T E R V I E W S
                                  

Name: Amelia Evans
Site and Sector: San Lorenzo, Boaco / ENV 64
Project assignment: Co-plan and co-teach science with 4 teachers
Project reality: Providing free babysitting for a multitude of neci@s but wonder-
ful neighborhood niñ@s
Did you have an apodo during service? Ame
Most and/or least useful thing/experience brought into country: This 
laundry plunger: https://www.amazon.com/Breathing-Mobile-Washer-non-
electric-Included/dp/B002QUAPSO.  They ship directly to Peace Corps Volunteers!
What do you wish you had done here? Milked a cow
Most creative way you killed time in your site: My mom sent me a bunch of 
post cards from my home state (Hawaii).  I pasted paper on the back and turned 
them into a memory game to play with the neighborhood niñ@s, while also teach-
ing them a little bit about where I’m from.
What books/podcasts/shows/movies did you get hooked on during your 
service that you would like to recommend to other volunteers? Book: 
Middlesex. Podcast: 2 Dope Queens. Show: The Wire. Movie: The Man from U.N.C.L.E
Most Nicaraguan habit you’ll take home with you: Lip pointing
What will you miss six months from now? Baking and chatting about life 

with my best friend in site.
What will you not miss six months from now? Piropos.
How have you changed during your service? Let’s just say I throw a little more elbow when I’m getting onto 
a bus now.
Did you ever want to ET? Yes... and I actually did in August to take my current teaching job.
Big plans for your readjustment allowance? Gourmet cheese and Hamilton tickets.
What’s next? Teaching Spanish at a private high school.
Final words of advice: “The world will see you the way YOU see you, and treat you the way YOU treat yourself.” 
–Beyoncé

Name: Sam Connor
Site and Sector: Diriá Granada / ENV 64
Project assignment: First, co-teach and plan with primary school teachers.  Second, implement community envi-
ronmental projects.
Project reality: See above.
Did you have an apodo during service? Samuel
Most and/or least useful thing/experience brought into country: The least useful thing I brought was a 
guitar... played it a total of 6 times.
What do you wish you had done here? I wish I had had a chance to climb la Concepción on Ometepe.
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Name: Lindsay Ellingson
Site and Sector: Balgue, Ometepe / ENV 64
Project assignment: Environmental education
Project reality: Just plain old education
Did you have an apodo during service?  Lim
Most and/or least useful thing/experience brought into country: 
My robe!
What do you wish you had done here?  I wish I had seen some 
baby turtles hatching.
Most creative way you killed time in your site:  Long bike rides 
around the island listening to Marc Anthony
What books/podcasts/shows/movies did you get hooked on 
during your service that you would like to recommend to other 
volunteers? Memory Palace, Revisionist History, Invisibilia, NPR Politics 
Podcast.

Most Nicaraguan habit you’ll take home with you: Pointing with my lips
What will you miss six months from now? Biking around the island and eating fresh fruit from the yard.
What will you not miss six months from now?  The lack of politeness when getting on public transportation
How have you changed during your service? I have become more patient and heaps more self sufficient
Did you ever want to ET?  Maybe once... each day
Big plans for your readjustment allowance?  Trip to Chile for a volcanology conference and a new robe.
What’s next?  Finishing my masters and getting a job hopefully in Washington State.
Final words of advice:  Start keeping track of people’s birthdays!  You have no idea how many people you’ll win 
over by remembering birthdays.

Most creative way you killed time in your site: Playing baseball for a local team.
What books/podcasts/shows/movies did you get hooked on during your service that you would like 
to recommend to other volunteers? The three best books I read were Black Hawk Down, Boys in the Boat, and 
The Nine.  They are great non-fictional stories about modern warfare, the U.S. crew team from the 1936 Olympics 
(Nazi Germany), and the modern development of the Supreme Court, particularly in relation to the growing view 
of the court as a political arm, respectively.
Most Nicaraguan habit you’ll take home with you: Pointing with my lips and talking to strangers.
What will you miss six months from now? The sense of family and community that I get when I walk through 
my town.
What will you not miss six months from now?  Sweat stress, 
AKA the heat!
How have you changed during your service?  There are 
many answers to that question, but I believe they are all sub-
headings under the heading of being more confident.
Did you ever want to ET? Never.
Big plans for your readjustment allowance? Trip to 
Guatamala and a little bit of rest and relaxation state side.
What’s next? School in the fall, fingers crossed.
Final words of advice:  Be purposeful and positive. It’s easy 
to be negative and look at things as out of your control.  Take a 
little time to think about what is in your control, what you can do 
about it, and act accordingly.  It takes a bit more effort than the 
easy way out, but you will be stronger for it.
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Name: Amanda Fisher
Site and Sector: El Valle de La Laguna, Masaya / ENV 64
Project assignment: Environmental Education Promoter
Project reality: Primary school science teacher, garden and compost engineer, papelografo artista. 
Did you have an apodo during service? Amandita
Most and/or least useful thing/experience brought into country: My own sheets, even brought 2 sets. Super 
useful because Nica host family sheets were scratchy and the elastic was always shot so they never stayed on mat-
tress. I usually got 9-12 hours of sleep in site every night so they were definitely put to good use!  Other most useful 
thing, EARPLUGS. Least useful: Watertight bag. Never used it and the one chance I could’ve used it (tour of Somoto 
Cannon, lots of swimming) I didn’t bring it with me!
What do you wish you had done here? More sports related stuff in site.  It’s what I’m good at and what I love to 
do but I let the lack of materials and hilly terrain prevent me from getting something started. Wish I could’ve been 
a part of a committee, maybe would’ve had the chance to be a part of the camps and teach Nica kids the impor-
tance and values of being part of a team. 
Most creative way you killed time in your site: Working out with Shaun T videos, he saved me.
What books/podcasts/shows/movies did you get hooked on during your service that you would like 
to recommend to other volunteers? Favorite podcast I discovered was The Model Health Show with Shawn 
Stevenson.
Most Nicaraguan habit you’ll take home with you: Lip pointing and nose scrunching. 
What will you miss six months from now? My PC friends, host family, Laguna de Apoyo and Crossfit in Managua.
What will you not miss six months from now? Having to use public transportation, latrina life, piropos from 
gross/disrespectful men in public. 
How have you changed during your service? I went from valuing my independence and free bird lifestyle 
to really longing for a husband and family of my own. “Settling 
down in Delaware” used to scare me but now I know I am ready 
to do just that. Living in a culture that truly values family defi-
nitely influenced and inspired this change.
Did you ever want to ET? Every other day but my friends and 
family kept me going. I’m no quitter. 
Big plans for your readjustment allowance? Pay off credit 
card debt that I accrued while in Peace Corps, car maintenance 
stuff, and pretty new clothes :). 
What’s next? Coach college field hockey, part time work as 
a teacher at an early learning center, find a husband and live 
happily ever after.
Final words of advice: No matter how tough things may be… 
have faith in yourself and others, laugh A LOT, take care of your 
body and mind, spend time with the people who make you 
happy, and last but not least: work hard but play harder.
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Name: Michelle Zaragoza
Site and Sector: Juigalpa, Chontales / ENVI 64
Project assignment: Primary environmental educator.
Project reality: Taking hours creating the perfect materials for classes that 
NEVER happen while eating WAY TOO many tajadas.
Did you have an apodo during service? ipichelpe (in site) 
Most and/or least useful thing/experience brought into country: Most 
useful: my tablet (I used it in class, on buses, everywhere). 
What do you wish you had done here? Learned how to make a traditional 
meal. I don’t know why I never did.
Most creative way you killed time in your site: Pinterest, not even gonna 
lie.
What books/podcasts/shows/movies did you get hooked on during 
your service that you would like to recommend to other volunteers? Game of Thrones, Parks and Rec, 
and How I Met Your Mother.
What will you miss six months from now? My family and endless free food.
What will you not miss six months from now? Cold showers, dirt everywhere, and ATMs running out of 
money.
How have you changed during your service? I let things go more easily now. I’m not bothered so much 
when something just doesn’t work out. 
Did you ever want to ET? Oh yeah! Still remember the exact date too (17 months into service).
Big plans for your readjustment allowance? Replace the electronics Nicaragua has slowly consumed. 
What’s next? Finish my last semester of grad school and start teaching middle school science. 
Final words of advice: Best advice I ever received and I just have to pass it on: Leave your house EVERY day. Even 
if it’s just for 5 minutes to go buy toilet paper across the street. We can so easily get sucked up into our rooms with 
movie marathons (I’ve been there), but why not let people see you are alive and not becoming part of the furniture. 

Name: Ilana Hipshman
Site and Sector: 2 years in Rancho Grande, Matagalpa and a 
third year in the city of Matagalpa. / HE 61
Did you have an apodo during service? ili, ila, ilanisima, 
(ilanita to my host father only)
Project assignment: 
        a. Sustainable public health education and promotion
        b. Cultural exchange
Project reality:
        a. Survival
        b. Cultural exchange
        c. Sustainable public health education and promotion
Most and/or least useful thing/experience brought into 
country: Most useful was my patience from having taken care 
of small children for most of my life, and a small, cheap backpack 

that I’d bought at REI. 
Least useful was my propensity to let the needs of others come before my own. And any high-heeled shoes.
What do you wish you had done here? Had a youth group, gone to the Atlantic Coast, climbed all the volcanoes, 
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visited more volunteers in their sites, and done more running races in country.
Most creative way you killed time in your site: Going for long, long, long, long, walks in the mountains. We’re 
talking upwards of 4 hours. When I came back from those days everyone in town would stare at me because they 
knew I was being loca. Once I came back soaking wet because it had been pouring the last 30 minutes of the walk. 
Another time I had fallen down a hillside and my entire back and legs were caked in mud. My host family really 
didn’t approve of my excursions, so I would try and clean myself up as much as possible before going into the house. 
Inevitably there would be those tiny green plant pieces that are fuzzy and stick to everything somewhere on me, 
and my host grandmother, who is the most observant person on the planet, would always blow my cover. “Ilana! 
Usted andaba en el campo!?? Oy vey.”
What books/podcasts/shows/movies did you get hooked on during your service that you would like 
to recommend to other volunteers? I read as many books as I could, of all kinds. 
I would listen to endless music while I did other things like knit or draw - lots of Chopin and Shostakovich, Lana del 
Rey, the Anthology of Great American Folk Music, Beyonce, Frank Ocean, the soundtrack to “Devine Secrets of the 
Ya-Ya Sisterhood”, “O, Brother, Where Art Thou,” Modest Mouse all the time forever, Chance the Rapper, and a great 
CD called “Himalayan Roots” by Bharat Nepali Party- to name a few. 
The podcasts I most enjoyed were Meet the Composer, The Moth and This American Life.
Most Nicaraguan habit you’ll take home with you:  Engaging in vulnerability, generosity, and genuine caring 
with perfect strangers. Being late to everything. Eeek! Not leaving the house because it’s raining. All the sign lan-
guage, particularly the nose scrunch and lip point. Giving people things that are “mine” when they say they like them. 
What will you miss six months from now?Absolutely, positively, everything. With one glaring exception:
What will you not miss six months from now?Harassment from the men.
How have you changed during your service? 
Positively: I have become more “me” than I was, and more proud of “me”. I am more daring, more confident in my 
abilities, more centered in my emotions. I also think I got better at being in the moment... I still spend a lot of time 
thinking about the future, probably more than I would like, but I spend far, far less time dwelling on the past than 
I used to.
Less than positively: I am more flaky in terms of daily communications and doing things that I say I will, when I say 
I will. But I am aware and working on it. My seated posture has mostly gone to hell, and I absolutely can’t work an 
8-hour day.
Did you ever want to ET? Yes. In the first few months of 2016 I was planning on leaving. I very nearly did. The 
week before I was leaving I met the man who is currently my boyfriend, a wonderful group of friends, and found a 
salsa class, and I stayed. Now I don’t want to leave (Again). 
Big plans for your readjustment allowance? In no particular order:  a bicycle, paying off school loans, visit-
ing friends and family, dance and art classes.
What’s next? That’s what my father asks me every time I talk to him on the phone :). As of now working and 
helping my dear friend take care of her first, brand new baby. I have a one-way ticket to Scotland for January 10th, 
2017. Besides that, I suppose anything could happen...
Final words of advice: Remember that we are not here to “save” or even to “help” anyone. If anything, YOU will 
be saved and be helped, so remain humble. Allow the Nicaraguan context to be yours just for this short time. If 
you are truly able to do that, from it will spring your ability to assist in making positive changes in your commu-
nity that will last. 
Make an effort to viscerally enjoy everything - grab this culture and hold it to your chest. Stuff your pockets with it. 
Capture still-frames of it and study them. Fill your ears with the language, the music, and the stories. Do this enough 
and it will become your heart, and I promise you, you will be the better for it.
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Name: Robin Swanhuyser 
Site and Sector: Nindirí, Masaya / TEFL 64
Project assignment: TEFL Teacher Trainer 
Did you have an apodo during service? Robin Hood 
Most and/or least useful thing/experience brought into country: 
Most useful thing: compact travel yoga mat and Kindle Fire (with an online 
library account to get free book downloads from my public library!) 
What do you wish you had done here? I wish I had had time to visit 
a coffee plantation in the north. 
Most creative way you killed time in your site: Making DIY proj-
ects out of recycled materials. 
What books/podcasts/shows/movies did you get hooked on 
during your service that you would like to recommend to other 
volunteers?
Books: Un poco de todo. 
Most Nicaraguan habit you’ll take home with you: Saying hello to random people as I walk down the street. 
What will you miss six months from now? Eating sliced mangos from a bag. 
What will you not miss six months from now? Piropos. 
How have you changed during your service? Nicaragua has taught me to be more patient and nurturing. 
Big plans for your readjustment allowance? Enroll in a yoga teacher training. 
What’s next? Life. 
Final words of advice: Go with the flow. 

Name: Charleen Johnson Stoever.
Site and Sector: Matagalpa, Matagalpa / TEFL 64
Project assignment: Co-plan and co-teach English with 3 Nicaraguan English teachers.
Project reality: Practicing how to pronounce “three” differently from “tree,” coming out to strangers and col-
leagues, and having meaningful discussions about race, class, sexual orientation, gender, mental health, and des-
tigmatizing  these discussions. I also explained that I could be white and Mexican and that not all Americans are 
white, blonde, and with blue eyes.
I also led STAR’s LGBTQ Safe Zone Trainings for Peace Corps Nicaragua staff, taxi drivers, hotel staff, and host fami-
lies. These trainings were incredibly rewarding. 
I used my social media skills to fundraise thousands of dollars for Camp Glow for Girls and blogged about the effects 
this amazing camp had on Nicaraguan girls, and I also reflected on what we could do better for the next camp. 
Camp Glow was my favorite week of my service. 
Did you have an apodo during service? My host family called me “Cherly.” I liked it. 
Most and/or least useful thing/experience brought into country: The least useful thing I brought was my 
constant need to be busy. I used to view being busy as being productive. I’m still learning that my value should not 
be based off of my productivity. 
What do you wish you had done here? Gone to Pearl Lagoon. I went everywhere else I wanted to, though. 
Nueva Segovia and the RAAN were the only departments I did not visit. 
Most creative way you killed time in your site: I painted the locals I’d meet, self-portraits, and I painted dif-
ferent things that represented my Peace Corps service.
I also blogged about mental health, solo travel, and about my travels to Colombia and throughout Nicaragua. I 
interviewed a ton of Nicaraguans and published their stories on my blog.
I also journaled a ton to decompress.
What books/podcasts/shows/movies did you get hooked on during your service that you would like 
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to recommend to other volunteers? 
Books:The Country Under my skin by Gioconda Belli, The Power of Now by Eckhart Tolle, Purple Hibiscus by 
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie.
Podcast: This American Life because I learned so much about how much farther we have left to go in the world with 
regard to social justice, whether it’s talking about school desegregation or learning about the struggles of a perse-
cuted Somalian man trying to get to the U.S. 
Most Nicaraguan habit you’ll take home with you: Valuing relationships over my schedule. 
What will you miss six months from now? Being able to stop by unannounced at my counterpart’s house 
and spend the day over there doing nothing at all except eating gallo pinto, drinking dragonfruit juice, laughing, 
and watching TV. 
What will you not miss six months from now? The fear/nervousness/anger I felt walking in the street and 
being stared at, hissed at, yelled at, and gawked at by street harassers. 
How have you changed during your service? I used to love having predictability in my life, but Nicaragua 
taught me that plans change, so scrap the plan and go with the flow. Life is more exciting that way. 
Did you ever want to ET? Yes, after my assault on a run and after my sexual assault, and after the street harass-
ment felt like it was too much.
Big plans for your readjustment allowance? Travel to Guatemala, Mexico, and hopefully South Africa. I want 
to keep blogging on my own blog, The Vulnerable Traveler, and for Go Abroad.com and Travel Latina. 
What’s next?  I want to be a full-time travel writer and I want to continue promoting Wanderful, the amazing 
women’s travel startup I’ve had the pleasure of working with during my service. I’m also going to their the Women 
in Travel Summit in Milwaukee in March, and the Dinah Shore 
Women’s Music Festival in Palm Springs (no, not “Dinosaur”), 
then my five year Wellesley college reunion (Wellesley was an 
all-women’s college, but that is changing because many stu-
dents there identify as female-to-male transgender individuals, 
or they identify outside of a gender binary).
2017 is about to be a beautifully queer year and I cannot wait to 
immerse myself in all-women’s spaces again. 
Final words of advice: When you’re on your deathbed, you 
won’t think of how busy you were nearly as much as the people 
who were in your life. You’ll think of how they made you feel 
and how you made them feel. Thanks, Maya Angelou for the 
inspiration!

Name: Jennifer Awesome Rowley
Site and Sector: Sébaco, Matagalpa / TEFL 64
Project assignment: To enhance the lesson planning and English instruction 
abilities of the counterparts assigned 
Project reality: Become friends with everyone in sight and maybe teach a few 
kids some English words
Did you have an apodo during service? La Giganta Girafe Nicaraguense/ 
Jen Awesome
Least useful thing brought into country: Hiking shoes! Who would have 
known…
Most useful thing brought into country: Mini speakers
Wish I had: killed a chicken with my bare hands.
Most creative way I killed time in my site: Mandala drawing and listening 
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to TED talks with a little burning incense.
Book recommendations: The Power of Now, The Righteous Mind, The 4 Agreements, Born to Run, Eat and Run.
Nicaraguan Habit I’ll keep fo’ever: the nica snap with your fingers.
I’ll miss eating superhot soup on superhot days 6 months from now…in Chicago.
I WON’T miss the radio trucks that drive around that blast anuncios.
How I’ve changed: I’ve become more impatient, more understanding…and tanner
Did you ever want to ET? NEVER, never, never.
Readjustment allowance: 3 weeks in Ecuador and a new computer.
What’s next: Data research with either the EPA or GSA, and applying to be on Survivor.
Final words of advice: Stop finding reasons not to do it…and just do it. Don’t think, just do.

Thanks Nica 64! You will be missed.
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Va Pué is proud to in-
troduce a new service.  
When you see this icon:

It means this article is fea-
tured on the Va Pué pod-
cast.  Check it out at vapu-
emagazine.word-press.com
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Teaching is exhaust-
ing, and there are so 
many chaotic things 
that happen not 
according to plan, 
at least that’s what 
it’s like for me. I had 
thought so even 
before coming to 
Nicaragua. Although I 
can’t boast and say that I have the most experience 
teaching out of the volunteers in the country, I have 
approximately five years in some form whether it is 
formal, non-formal, or informal to varying age groups. I 
have learned many techniques and strategies to aid in 
teaching as well as learning that there were only three 
categories of teaching in the first place. 

My first serious teaching job occurred after college 
when I signed up to be a 4-H after school science 
enrichment teacher to urban elementary school youth. 
Before that, I had a lot of camp experience and envi-
ronmental education experience so I was somewhat 
prepared for the content I would be teaching. While 
with 4-H I planned grand lessons, much like the ones 
I co-plan her. I would start to execute the plan only to 
see that one student completely skipped the first three 
steps, one wasn’t listening at all, two were running in 
the back of the classroom, and the rest are getting my 
directions in between the classroom management I’m 
attempting to implement. There had been days where 
I left feeling like I conquered a mountain and others 
when I felt that these 9-year-old kids really beat me. 
After that had ended I dramatically vowed never to 
teach again.

Rachel Carson’s 
Silent Spring 
introduced the 
world to the 

threat of environ-
mental degradation

I  AM NOT A 
TEACHER

  MICHAEL LIFSCHUTZ  EEP-65                                  
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 During my AmeriCorps NCCC job the following year, I was struck with a yearning for the work I’d done in 
Texas with 4-H. I couldn’t quite place why that was because I was and am still sure that it was a draining job 
to have. Naturally, I decided to sign up for Peace Corps as an environmental educator, which in Nicaragua 
is mainly an elementary school science teacher. This time around I knew what to expect from a classroom, 
albeit a culture of teaching unknown to me and I was not about to let another group of 9-12-year-olds 
beat me. Little surprise to me, the generalities of teaching in Nicaragua are fairly the same as they are in 
the states, you plan as best you can and adapt as best you can. One difference this time around was that I 
realized what it was that made me miss teaching, it wasn’t the lessons, materials, projects, or experiments. 
It was getting to know the students and starting to figure out their personalities, who they are and how 
they will react. I liked getting to know which kids would be the ones to spit water onto the other, who 
was listening quietly and absorbing everything and who was sitting quietly but worlds away. It was and is 
the class that really left me touched, even the students that are not on the top of my list of favorites could 
easily surprise me and make me laugh. While I will most likely vow never to teach again after I finish with 
my two years, I am going to miss the unexpected actions and the overall appreciation of every one of the 
students I’ve been working with.     
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STAR Committee
1. Pride Managua

In June, a group of Peace Corps volunteers attended Pride 
in Managua, where they were surrounded by hundreds of 
other people celebrating LGBTQ and allies identities in the 
streets of Managua. 

From Coco Lim, EEP 67: “At the end of the march was a 
small stage with a sign that said, ‘Existimos, resistimos, y 
celebramos.’  As a queer woman, seeing the word existimos 
and being surrounded by other LGBTIQ individuals was an 
incredibly empowering experience that might have made 
me tear up.  Sometimes, I still can’t believe that I’m out of 
the closet and openly identify as queer.  When you have 
spent more than half of your life terrified that someone will 
find out your secret or (worse) you will have to settle for 
a man, these are the moments that make you very happy 
that your existence is valid.  What made this experience 
special to me was the lack of corporate sponsors and sus-
piciously high numbers of straight couples.  It did not feel 
like LGBTIQ identities were being exploited for profit or 
made to be trendy by people who are terrified that they 
will get hit on by someone of the same gender.  It felt like 
a genuine, authentic demonstration of the resilience and 
solidarity of the LGBTIQ community.”

2. Support group:

In July, STAR organized an LGBTQ and allied support group 
meeting. It was so nice to chat with other queer and allied 
volunteers about what the word “pride” means and to 
answer the question “How can I be an ally?” that so many 
of the 15 volunteers in attendance were wondering. My 
main takeaway was that in order to be an ally, one must 
respectfully acknowledge difference. None of us are the 
same. All of us have identities that impact our experi-
ences in different ways, and depending on who you talk 

COMMITTEE 
UPDATES
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to, it’s okay to ask things like “How do you 
identify?” Instead of making assumptions. 
Questions like “I know you identify as x. 
Does that affect your experience at all? If 
so, how?” are important. Having an open 
attitude is something I’ve used as an ally. If 
you don’t know something, it’s better to ask 
rather than making assumptions.

4. ICD& Staff Training in Managua

During the first week of August, some STAR 
members were selected to participate in 
a Diversity ICD&I training for Peace Corps 
Nicaragua staff. Peace Corps Nicaragua 
hosted two wonderful diversity train-
ers from Peace Corps Headquarters who 
helped facilitate a week’s worth of discus-
sions revolving around exploring self-iden-
tity, microagressions, and creating a work-
place that embraces diversity, and more.

T H E  G R E AT  B LU E  TO U R N A M N T  ( CO N T I N U E D )
    DA N  S E I B E L  -  E N V  64                               

Semi-Final Round
(9) Jorge’s Bluetooth vs (12) 
Blue Ribbon at the County 
Fair

This match-up of underdogs was really overplayed by the media. They called it 
“A Battle Royale between Quintessential Main Street America vs Quintessential 
Modern-Day Nicaragua”, completely disregarding the fact that a “Battle Royale” is 
between three or more parties. So besides that, the truth is that the Blue Ribbon is 
completely self-centered. And the Bluetooth is about helping others and looking 
good while doing it. Since this is a Peace Corps sponsored event, it’s clear who the 
winner has to be. 

WINNER: Jorge’s Bluetooth

(6) Blue Jeans vs (7) The Wild 
Blue Yonder (Sky)

Blue Jeans looked to have the advantage is this matchup due to its enthusiastic 
fan base around the world. But then the Sun just blazed all over the place without 
raining for several weeks and it wasn’t long before people were sacrificing their 
denim to the Sky God in hopes of appeasing Her. The Sky God talked to the Sun 
about it and they agreed if Blue Jeans would withdraw, we could get some damn 
rain. Blue Jeans, being “a cloth of the people”, agreed to do what was best for all. 

WINNER: The Wild Blue Yonder (Sky).
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GAD
After the successes of CHACA and our sister-GLOW camp called Mi Momento, looking forward to Camp GLOW 2017 in 
January, and the beginnings of other gender related initiatives, we’re certainly not feeling blue; there’s a lot happen-
ing in the world of GAD. 

A Job Well Done

July 2nd-6th brought GAD’s 2nd Annual Camp CHACA brought to 52 young Nicaraguan men and 20 staff (PCVs and 
Nicaraguan counselors) where they learned about gender equality, violence prevention, and leadership.  With a song 
titled “Somos Uno” (We are One) as their anthem, workshops about sharing power in relationships, HIV/Aids and preg-
nancy prevention, and condom negotiations, all combined with the magic power of camp songs, games and fun, this 
week was the week of a lifetime.

A huge shout out to the CHACA staff for all their hard work and dedication: Polly Wiltz HE65, Laura Linde ENV66, 
Elizabeth Hannah* HE65, Emily Nilsen* TEFL64, CJ Sanchez ENV66, Freddy Terrazas HE65, Liz Saccoccia ENV64, Justine 
LaVoye* HE65, Andrew NilsenTEFL64, and Ethan Parsons* HE65 

A New Partnership

September 29th – October 3rd marked GAD’s first ever collaboration with an outside organization to host a sister camp 
GLOW: Campamento Mi Momento.  Partnering with Global Orphan Foundation, a non-profit based out of Indianapolis 
IN, the camp aimed to bring the magic of GLOW to girls who receive services from three Nicaraguan orphanages.  
A Spanish version of “Fight Song” was the camp theme and workshops covered a variety of topics: self-esteem and goal 
setting, HIV/Aids and pregnancy prevention, and redefining ideas of beauty.  Enjoy the smiles and joy that is women’s 
empowerment.
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A huge shout out to the Mi Momento staff for all their hard work and dedication: Jay Armenta HE65, Laura Linde* ENV66, 
Elizabeth Hannah* HE65, Robin Swanhuyser TEFL64, Rosalyn Zock HE67, Kat Schiffler EEP67, and Liz Tylander HE67

On the Horizon

Planning for Camp GLOW 2017 is already underway.  This January, GAD is looking to offer 60 Nicaragan girls the 
chance to explore how gender affects their life and what they can do about it.  We hope you will each consider nom-
inating a girl who not only could be transformed, but who then, in turn, could help transform others in her commu-
nity.  Applications will be headed your way soon via email and our blog.

We want to congratulate the PCVs chosen to be counselors at Camp GLOW 2017: Laura Linde* ENV66, Lindsay 
Slautterback * ENV66, Maura Magistrali HE67, Coco Lim EEP67, Kelsey Schrenk* TEFL66, Caroline Rodriguez ENV66, 
Lindsay Nason* EEP65, Taylor Boggs HE65, and Amanda David TEFL66

Anti-piropo Campaign

With updates like the ones above, it may seem like all we have time for is camp. But GAD’s new model for camp (small 
planning team of GAD members + counselors from outside of the committee) is allowing the rest of the committee 
to work on other GAD related initiatives and projects, too.  One that is just getting underway is an anti-piropo cam-
paign.  The post first in a series, Piropo, Acoso, Elogio: What’s the Difference, was written by Lindsay Nason, EEP 65 
and helps us rethink how we talk about catcalls in Spanish.  More to come in the following weeks.  

To read more about CHACA, GLOW, and Mi Momento, and our initiatives to pursue gender equality here in Nicaragua 
like our anti-piropo campaign head to the GAD Blog: www.pcnicagad.wordpress.com

We need passionate individuals and groups actively working to reduce inequalities, bridge differences, and broaden 
understandings. We’re proud of the groups of PCVs who are doing just that and invite you to further participate in 
the work of gender and development in your site and beyond.

Until power, respect, and opportunity are no longer gendered,

GAD Nicaragua
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The HIVaids Task Force is cur-
rently in a whirlwind of planning. Our 
national projects are in full swing! 
We have shifted away from the rigid 
parameters that PEPFAR has in place 
in order to pursue our own proj-
ects that directly address the ever-
changing needs of HIV Prevention 
and Mitigation in Nicaragua. We are 
working on a variety of projects that 
address topics in secondary HIV pre-
vention such as self-care and pro-
fessional skills. As the year comes to 
an end, we are focusing on working 
directly with the following popula-
tions; HIV positive women, orphans 
and vulnerable children, transgen-
der women and LGTBQ organizations 
and healthcare professionals. 

An update on the projects…

Grey Kelsey, HE 65, in Boaco, is 
leading the first National Project, a 
MINSA Stigma and Discrimination 
training! According to Grey, “the 
planning process is going really well. 
We just had a full day of training in 
Boaco from 8 to 5 on September 
24th. We were able to go over the 
logistics of the training, review the 
sessions and allow time for the facil-
itator pairs to co-plan their sessions. 
The conference is almost upon us!” 
The conference is going to be held 
October 19th-21st in collaboration 
with other Peace Corps Volunteers! 

Emily Abrahams, HE 63, Haley-
Jules Weber, HE 65, and Hailee Reed, 
HE 65, are leading our next project, 
the Key Population Conference! 
This conference will be held in 

HIV Task Force
shifting from last year’s retreat, 
focusing more on emotional health 
as well as introducing art therapy 
and self-care plans as key compo-
nents! Stay tuned for more infor-
mation about the event!

Finally, Stef Esteban, ENV 66 
and Hailee Reed, HE 65 are leading 
our fourth project, the OVC (orphan 
and vulnerable children’s) camp set 
for January 2017! They also had 
their first planning meeting last 
week with the other 9 volunteers 
who are helping out! The event 
will be held in Jinotega with 25 
children between the ages of 8-15 
and 25 guardians. The camp is an 
opportunity for guardians and chil-
dren to come together and support 
one another in a safe space who 
are affected by VIH. These families 
have little resources or support 
within their communities because 

of stigma and discrimination. 
We can’t wait to form more 
info about the event!

November, in Leon, working 
with transgender women 
and LGTBQ organizations! 
According to Jules, “the key pop 
conference is special because 
we are working to create an alli-
ance between three NGO’s that 
work in HIV prevention for key 
populations!” We can’t wait to 
hear how the event goes!

Jennifer Potts, EEP 65 and 
Jules Weber, HE 65, are leading 
the third project, the HIV pos-
itive woman’s retreat! On 
Wednesday, the first planning 
meeting was held in Managua 
with the collaborating HE 67 
volunteers! This year’s retreat 
will be held in Selva Negra, 
with 18 HIV positive women 
in December. The focus will be 
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PCMO Update
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 Road traffic injuries are a leading cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide, and  these 
injuries disproportionately affect low- and middle-income countries. While low- and 
middle-income countries account for 54% of the world’s registered vehicles, 90% of the 
world’s road traffic deaths occur in these countries, according to the World Health 
Organization. Transportation options can have a direct impact on your service, both in 
your work and on vacation. Here are a few tips to stay safe while on the road: 
 

• Wear a properly-fitted bicycle helmet every time you ride a bicycle. The helmet 
should fit level on your head and low on your forehead (1-2 finger-widths above 
your eyebrow). Adjust the slider on the straps to form a “V” under and in front of 
the ears. Center the buckle under the chin and buckle the chin strap. Tighten the 
strap until it’s snug so no more than 1-2 fingers fit under the strap. 

• If biking or walking at dawn, dusk, or night, wear light-colored or reflective 
clothing to improve your visibility. 

• If you can and it’s appropriate, make eye contact with drivers before crossing 
streets to make sure they see you. Cross the street with groups when possible. 

• Use a seat belt in every vehicle that has them, including taxis and minibuses. 

 Skin cancer is the most common type of cancer in the U.S. More than one million 
people in the U.S. are diagnosed with skin cancer each year. Two types of rays that 
affect the skin are UVA and UVB. UVA rays contribute to premature aging. UVB rays 
are the primary cause of sunburns. A sunscreen with an SPF of 30 is NOT twice as 
protective as an SPF of 15. An SPF of 15 protects the skin from 93% of UVB rays, and an 
SPF of 30 protects the skin from 97% of UVB rays (see chart). 
 
Here are some recommendations for protection from UV rays: 

• Limit time in the sun between 10 A.M. - 4 P.M.  
• Stay in the shade as much as possible 
• Wear clothes that cover your arms and legs 
• Wear a wide-brimmed hat 
• Wear sunglasses 
• Use sunscreen with an SPF of 15 or higher  

o Apply 20 minutes before going out into the sun  
o Apply again if you have been in the sun for more than two hours (or as 

often as the bottle suggests) 
o Apply before the use of insect repellent (DEET may decrease the SPF of 

sunscreens by one-third) 
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Support

Va Pué
We’re looking for new members who want to help facilitate building our collective story.  This facilitator, this cultural 
ambassador, could be you.

We currently work in the four following capacities:

Magazine: Bring volunteers tri-yearly issues of the VaPué Magazine, the volunteer created, in-house magazine that dis-
cusses topics affecting Peace Corps Nicaragua

Website: Maintain the VaPué website (www.vapuemagazine.wordpress.com), the online hub for “everything and any-
thing that is Peace Corps Nicaragua.”  Through our website we aim to feature posts from a variety of PC Nicaragua 
Volunteers, support projects, share committee updates and information, and connect R/PCVs, Staff, and future PCVs.

Podcast: Develop and produce the VaPué Podcast (find it on YouTube and our website).  

Instagram: Run the official @peacecorpsnicaragua Instagram account.  We’re all about that 3rd goal

 Our Responsibilities:

Serve as cultural ambassadors (3rd goal) to whoever may encounter our publications.  Everything we produce reflects 
on the post and Peace Corps as a whole.Develop tri-yearly themes to explore through our various mediums.

Meet three times a year in Managua to assemble the VaPué Magizine using Adobe InDesign, produce 1-3 podcasts, 
and update the website/Instagram

Work on a sub-committee to take full or co-responsibility for at least one of our four main focus areas (Magazine, 
Website, Podcast, Instagram), some of which require work outside of our tri-yearly meetings.
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Work together to collect different perspectives, sources, facts, and stories that represent the diversity of our host and 
home countries as well as our service.

Solicit and support entries from volunteers outside of the committee, edit submissions, and coach PCVs to improve 
the quality and integrity of the story or work.

So go ahead.  Fill out that application in your email and apply to be a member of one of the coolest committees around.  
You know you want to.
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UN MUNDO 
MAS AZUL

  LAURA LINDE                                  
 In my site, I 
have begun working 
with of the ECA teach-
ers at the high school, 
initially approach-
ing him with the idea 
to make a mural. We 
eventually landed 
on doing an envi-
ronmentally themed 
mural using recycled 
bottle caps, a project 
he could tie into 
their unit of multidi-
mensional art. A few 
groups of students 
were so excited and 
motivated that they 
have already submit-
ted design ideas! In 
this one, “Un Mundo 
Mas Azul”, the stu-
dents focus on the 
care of rivers, oceans, 
and seas. They state 
in their description 
of the drawing that 
“human life needs 
safe and uncontami-
nated places” and that 
we need to strive for a 
bluer world.
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A  local MINSA director partici-
pates in a condom demon-

stration outside of Jalapa.  Now try 
not to have too much fun now...

Nae and Eliana take in a gor-
geous view of Bluefields, 

RACCS.  Tulululu pas ana wow 
now that is what I call a view!

Va Pué’s own Lindsay Neson 
tries her had at cooking corn 

tortillas over a traditional wood 
burning stove.  Integration?

PCV Libby Bird heeks out over 
a praying mantis that landed 

on her finger.  Watch out Libby, 
those two front legs are more 
dangerous than they appear!

A women from Diriá, Granada 
cooks up some tajadas 

using her ne cocina mejorada.   
Now that is one good looking 
stove!

Teachers teaching teach-
ers.  Traci Henry instructs 

Nicaraguan English teachers on 
English teaching methodology at 
STEP Esteli.

P H O T O S  F R O M 
T H E  F I E L D
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Local baseball players stop 
their game and remove their 

caps to listen to the national 
anthem, played during the open-
ing cermonies for the local soccer 
league’s season.   Now if that is not 
haciendoing patria, I am not sure 
what is.

Day one of the gym jones 
“no gear” workout.  Are you 

staying on top of your physical 
fitness  goals while in site?  Sign 
up and begin your trial by fire 
(for free!).  No, we did not recieve 
advertising dollars, one PPCV is 
just a passionate user.

When one door closes 
another one opens.   We 

can only hope that the door that 
we open is as pretty as this one.  
[below]

I t’s a bird it’s a plane it’s a BLUE 
CROWNED MOTMOT.  Yes, for 

those of you who did not know 
that is the name of the guardabar-
rance in English.  [below]

Volunteers and trainees from 
the environment sector 

build an improved stove in Santa 
Teresa Carazo!  Nothing like the 
smell of rosquillas in the Morning.

Salud!  Y Feliz Cumpleaños!  
Andrew Nilsen celebrates a 

happy birthday with members of 
his Enlgish conversation class.

F iestas patria were in full 
swing.  Hopefully some of 

you had the opportunity to see 
the marchas.  This shot was taken 
by Nae Werdlow.


